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Before starting to write

Why to write a paper?
• From a personal point of view
- promotion
- feedback
- PhD
- funding

• From a scientific point of view
- communicate ideas to people who
• can carry the ideas further
• make some other good use of it

Before starting to write a paper
• Is there a new idea?
- new way of looking at objects (model)
- new way of manipulating objects (technique)
- new facts concerning objects (data)

• If yes, start writing ...

Explicit vs. implicit knowledge
in publishing
• It is very hard to give recommendations on
publishing
- Procedures change fast in journals
- National recommendations and priorities
change
- Personal and occupational situations change

• Only open discussions between you and
your supervisor can help

Choosing the journal
• Choose the journal before starting to write
• Questions to consider:
- "Who would be interested in reading your
paper?"
- "How important is your work?"

• Target audience
- scope of journal (e.g. general vs.
specialized)

Choosing the journal
• Importance of your work
- Vital advance in a broad sphere?
• -> Nature, Science, ...

- Major advance in a particular discipline?
- Importance to a small group working in the
field?

• Quality of journal
- prestige, impact, circulation, frequency,
rejection rate

• Ask colleague/supervisor

Choosing the journal
• Where are many of the recent papers you
cite published?
• Where do the scientists you cite most
publish their work?
• What does the “scope” paragraph in the
“Instructions to Authors” say?

Knowledge level of readers?
• What can you expect the reader to know about
the topic?
• Generally readers can be considered to be
- experts of the field, but also ...
- current and future graduate students
• intelligent, basic background of the field, but not more

• Depends on the scope of the journal
- field
- level of generality

Expressing your ideas

Smoothness of expression
• Avoid devices used in artistic prose
- ambiguity,unexpectedness, shifting of topic/tense

• Aim for clarity and logic
• Avoid noun strings
–"put the wing sprocket flange grommet over
the side frame angle bracket lever"
–"early chidhood thought disorder
misdiagnosis"
- separate by appropriate prepositions
• "misdiagnosis of thought disorders in early childhood"

Economy of expression
• Say only what needs to be said
- readability, page limitations

• Things to avoid ...
- jargon
• but: depends on target audience

- wordiness
• 'based on the fact that' -> 'because'
• 'at the present time' -> 'now'

- redundancy
• 'a total of 99 participants' -> '99 participants'
• 'in close proximity' -> 'in proximity'

Economy of expression
• On the other hand:
- Often good to remind reader of objects'
categorical status
–"On x and y, A runs By on f(x)"
–"On input x and y, algorithm A
runs the oracle machine B on input
f(x) placing y on B's oracle tape"

Precision and clarity
• Avoid excessive use of pronouns
• Ambiguity with it ,this, that, etc. referring
to previous sentence
–"A is doing X. It has the quality Y but not
Z. This allows it to do that."

• Avoid ambiguity in comparisons
–"Guitarists were more likely to play with
drummers than clarinetists."

Communicating your ideas
• Focus on serving the readers' needs
- do not put in the paper everything you know
about the subject matter
- when presenting new ideas, consider
presenting a meaningful special case first,
then proceeding to the more general
statement
- present basic idea before proceeding to
refinements and subtleties

Structure of paper

Structure of paper
• Empirical papers: usually IMRD
- Introduction
- Methods
- Results
- Discussion

Title
• Key element that advertises the paper’s
contents
• Provides key words for indexing
• Should be as specific and precise as
possible
• Use the fewest possible words to
adequately describe the contents of the
paper
- avoid: "A study on ..." etc.

Abstract
• Self-contained document, explaining
–why the study has been carried out
–what has been done and how
–what are the main results

• Should motivate the reader
• Should be written last

Introduction
• Provides a review of pertinent literature
• Places the current study in context with
previous research
• Motivates the current study by pointing
out gaps/shortcomings in previous
research
• States hypotheses
• States how the current paper improves
over prior work

Methods
• Generally the easiest
section of the paper to
write – good place to
start
• Questions to answer
- How did you study the
problem?
- What did you use?
(Materials)
- How did you proceed?
(Procedures)

• Should permit others to
repeat your work, but
need not be exhaustive

Results
• The heart of the paper
• No need to follow chronology of study
- Rather, provide a logical progression and tell a story

• Should be compact
- Provide only enough interpretation to lead reader
from one experiment to the next
- Avoid lengthy analysis and comparisons to the work
of others here

• Avoid repetition of information between text,
figures, legends and tables

Discussion
• What do your observations mean?
• What conclusions can you draw?
• How do your results fit into a broader
context?
• Has the study raised new questions for
further research?
• Avoid repetition of things already said in
Introduction/Results

Specific

General

Timeline of Generality

Beginning of paper

End of paper

Submitting a paper

Before submission
• Ask friend/colleague to read the
manuscript
- ask for criticism, not compliments

• Proof-reading of English?
• Read the instructions for authors, follow
them
- format (layout, file format)
- provide all requested items

Reviewer suggestions
• Those who are cited
• Post doc (if a specialist) since s/he has time for
careful reviewing work more than professors do
• Professor
• Short but informative title and abstract will be of
great help!
- Those are sent to referees when asking for their
commitment

Affiliations
• Indicate the source of primary funding and
establishment of the laboratory => highly
important for getting funding in future
- Check also in proofs
- Indicate other funding sources in
acknowledgements carefully!

• Multiple affiliations are getting too common
- J Cogn Neurosci policy in listing only one
institution is a pioneering one, probably the
others will follow

Review procedure

Revise

Manuscript to reviewers
2-6 months
Reviewers' comments

Revisions required

Editor's decision

Accepted
Rejected

Revision

Find another journal

Manuscript to editor

Revision
• Make a numbered list of each point in each
critique
• Pick critical issues
- Look for clues in the editor’s cover letter
- Discuss with colleague/supervisor
- Give way on minor, inconsequential points

• Acknowledge where you have made
mistakes or expressed yourself in an
unclear fashion and fix them

Revision
• Prepare cover letter
- detail exactly what changes you have made in
the manuscript
- quote any text that has been added or altered

• Respond thoughtfully and clearly
- avoid emotion

• If you think the reviewer is wrong
- politely disagree
- give detailed reasons with appropriate citations

Revision
• Thank the reviewers and the editor for their
help in improving your manuscript
• Ask a colleague/supervisor to review your
response before sending it back

Page proofs
•pay special attention to
- figures
- tables
- formulae
- affiliations

•return proofs punctually

Suggested reading
• Publication manual of the American Psychological
Association. 5th Ed. (2001). Washington, DC:
APA.
• Turabian, K. A Manual for Writers. University of
Chicago Press.
• Cambridge Language Consultants: Links on
Academic Writing
- http://www.camlang.com/links.htm

• Univ. Toronto: Advice on Academic Writing
- http://www.utoronto.ca/writing/advise.html

How to choose a journal & impact
factors
Minna Huotilainen

How to choose the journal
• What is your target audience? Who should
know about your finding?
• Find a journal that has the same target
audience as your work.

Types of journals
• General journals vs. specialized journals:
Nature vs. Developmental Psychobiology
• High-impact journals vs. low-impact journas:
Nature vs. Scandinavian Audiology (see IF
later)
• Short vs. lengthy format journals: Nature vs.
Psychophysiology

Choosing the journal
• You should choose the journal before you
start writing (except methods)
• You should discuss your choise with the coauthors and especially with your supervisor
• With your first PhD paper, you may have
time to wait for an answer, but not with your
last PhD paper

Golden rule

• Choose the journal which you
cite the most
• Choose the journal which you
read the most

Impact factor
• Impact factor IF is a measure of the impact
that an article in a specific JOURNAL would
have
• Calculated each year by ISI (Institute for
Scientific Information)
• IF = N of citations to this journal during
2006&2007 / N of papers in this journal in
2008

Impact factor
• You can compare journals, not scientists or
papers
• You can compare journals within one field,
not between fields due to differences in:
–Citation practises, amount of references
–Total amount of papers in the field
–Timing of manuscripts and journals
–Availability of journals

Impact factor
• If you are aiming at a journal that has a high
impact factor, check also that
–Your manuscript would fit in the scope
–The journal is not very slow in giving the first
response

• High impact factor means difficult to get your
paper published
• Low impact factor does not mean easy to get
your paper published!

H-index
• H-index or Hirsch-index is a measure of the
impact that the articles of a specific
SCIENTIST would have
• Wiki: A scholar with an index of h has
published h papers each of which has been
cited by others at least h times

H-index

How to use h-indices
• H-index can be used to estimate the effect of
the work of scientists with more than 5-10
papers. With smaller number of papers,
simply total number of citations is better.

Some surprising citations
• My most cited paper is cited 465 times: R
Näätänen, A Lehtokoski, M Lennes, M Cheour, M
Huotilainen, A livonen…: Language-specific
phoneme representations revealed by electric and
magnetic brain responses, Nature, 1997
• This paper was cited only 7 times: K Alho,
M Huotilainen, R Näätänen: Are memory traces for
simple and complex sounds located in different
regions of auditory cortex? Recent MEG studies.
Electroencephalogr Clin Neurophysiol, 1995

Citations come slowly
• Usually review papers are cited more
• Usually citations take 3-5 years to start
coming
• This paper has already 8 citations!!!:
T
Särkämö, M Tervaniemi, S Laitinen, A
Forsblom,…: Music listening enhances
cognitive recovery and mood after middle
cerebral artery stroke, Brain, 2008

Summary of choosing journals
• The journal you cite the most in your paper
might be the best one
• Discuss with your supervisor
• Read the journal web site
–Scope
–Duration of review process

About authorships
• To be an author in a paper is a huge
responsibility – take it seriously. What you
have published will never disappear even if
you disagree with it later (it’s ok to disagree,
though).
• The first author (and the supervisor) are
responsible for the decision on who are
asked to be the authors. Some people may
decline.

About authorships
• Sometimes there are more practical and less
scientific reasons for inviting a person as an
author.
–Head of collaborating lab (affiliation, permission)
–Medical doctor for ethical permission, patient
access
–etc etc

• If this happens, this person should anyway
get the possibility to contribute scientifically.
Send emails, manuscripts…

Negotiations for authorships
• Golden rule: First negotiate about
authorships, only then start working!
• Your supervisor should take lead in these
negotiations.
• If there was a plan for a paper, and then the
plan changes (one paper becomes two or
something), you can have new negotiations.
• If several groups are involved, remember to
respect different traditions. Be polite!

Is it easier to get data published if
you are well known?
• The Editor of the Journal will want to know
from which lab the data come from, and will
of course have some kind of opinion of the
lab on the basis of the previous papers
coming from that lab.
• The name of a well known scientist will be
noticed if she/he is one of the authors.

Roles of different authors
• Paper with 2 authors: both do everything equally or
have specific roles; the first author writes the first
draft of the manuscript
• Multiple authors: 1st author is responsible for the
project in practise, writes the first draft, all authors
share planning and manuscript preparations, some
authors may have specific roles like stimuli or data
analysis, last author is sometimes seen as the head
of the team but not always

What if an author is
not contributing (enough)?
• My personal opinion is that it is a huge
problem for that person him/herself, but not
so much for the other authors.
• The task of the 1st author is to keep
everybody updated (emails to all).
• Remember that all authors should stand
behind the paper.

What can you expect from your coauthors?
• You can expect quite a lot: opinions to
everything, many rounds of comments,
changes, etc
• Of course not:
–Suddenly find time to read the manuscript
–Write parts of it
–Do anything secretarial like reorganize your
reference list or work on your figures (unless they
specifically ask to do this)

How to get 2nd and 3rd
authorships?
• During the doctoral work, I’m not sure if it is
a good idea… It is more important to finish
your PhD in time.
• If you have extra time, you can contribute to
the work of your fellow PhD students. With a
scientific contribution, of course you will get
2nd or 3rd authorships. Don’t work for a
project without negotiating about the
authorships first:
–Acknowledgement-level
–Author-level

Is it good to have authors from
different labs or countries?
• I looks impressive, of course, to work with
collegues from different countries, especially
for the Finns here.
• Please remember that these projects usually
take more time and effort compared to
within-lab projects.

Is it good to have authors from
different labs or countries?
• If an internationally well known scientist, as a
friend of your supervisor, has contributed to
your work even just a bit (discussed your
poster…), it may be a good idea to ask him/
her to be a co-author (they may decline,
though). Ask about this from your supervisor!
• Please remember that the members of the
Scientific Advisory Board are off-limits.

International collaboration
• If a young international student comes to our lab,
and you will take care of getting him acquainted,
please note that it may be a lot of work. Students
from different countries come with very different
backgrounds and skills.
• If you go to visit a lab for collaboration, be sure to
make all negotiations for authorships beforehand.
Ask your supervisor to explain them the policy
politely. This is important!
– We have some bad experience…

About authors
• Make sure if you are an author on a paper or
not! You can always ask…
• If you are the 1st author, make sure that
everybody knows whether they are authors
or not. Organize meetings and send Dear
co-authors -emails to everybody.
• Don’t get involved in too many projects
during your PhD but make sure to do quality
work according to schedule.

How to publish nationally*?
Tuomas Eerola

*National = Finnish (applicable to other countries)

Why?
• Identity and language
- Finnish language users need to be able to
communicate about one’s research in Finnish
• development of terminology for Finnish science

• National visibility (non-language dependent)
- Important for funding
• Academy of Finland, TEKES, foundations

- Impact for national policy-making
• Ministry of Education, University curriculums, etc.

- Popularize science for the masses

National publication forums
• 4 categories

specificity visibility

- discipline-specific journals
- generic science journals
- textbooks / edited collections
- popular science magazines

• Each has different aims, audience,
prestige, and visibility

Discipline-specific Journals
• Refereed journals (published by learned societies)
- e.g., Psykologia, Musiikki, Synteesi, Kasvatus,
Musiikkiterapia, etc.
- Mainly in Finnish, but English accepted
- Low impact to science
- Important for your national visibility (discipline)
• announce the availability of your expertise (for
reviews, experts tasks, etc.)
• attract attention to the research area

Generic Science Journals
• e.g., Tieteessä tapahtuu,
- good for increasing visibility for other disciplines
and decision-makers in science politics
- Emphasis on online, Open Access publishing
(free repositories online)
• http://www.tieteessatapahtuu.fi/

Popular Science and Textbooks
• Tiede, Tieteen kuvalehti
- excellent for reaching wider audience
• approx. 200 000 readers in Finland

• Textbooks, edited books
- Important for developing the language of
science and attracting new students

National publishing?
• Not your first priority
• Useful for increasing knowledge about the
wonderful research we get to do
- researchers in other fields
- policymakers
- future students
- laymen

Call for Papers
• Musiikki Special Issue 2010
- “Monitieteisen musiikintutkimuksen
huippuyksikön erikoisnumero”
- Visiting editor: Tuomas Eerola
• Full paper submissions by 30 November 2009
-short articles preferred (2500-5000 words)

• Review and revision phase of 3-4 months
• Issue out in April 2010

